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Introduction
Until  the end of eighties, given the limited  availability of data and compr.rting
tools  and because  of the generalized  low efficiency  of the estimation  techniques,
the academic  macroeconometric  models  for forecasting  were  usually built on the
basis  of the principle of parsimony and involved only a handful of variables.
On the other  side,  practitioners.  who need  to provide  in real  time a complete
picture of the state of the ecorrorrry  and give both policy makers  and business  men
accurate inforrnation and forecasts,  usually took into account in their analysis
a large number of variables even in the absence  of bericlirrrark  methodologies
certified by academic  research.
In the last twenty years  the Ìiterature on rnacroeconometric  fbrecasting  tried
to filì this gap between the activity of practitioners and the acadcrnic  work.
One  of the most sigriificarrt  steps  of this process  has  been  the growing  acad-
emic interest in thc cornposite  leadirrg  incìexes,  prer,'iously  used extensivelv for
forecasting  orrly within  institutional  fiamervorks.
Composite  leading  indexes  provide  the opportunity to exploit a rrruch  richer
base  of irrformatiorr  than is conventionally used  for time scries  analvsis  and fclre-
casting, so they are considered  a very useful tool for predicting futurc t-.cunornic
conditions. Since  every econornic  phenomenon  is affected  by many differerrt  dc-
terminants, an aggregation  of various indicators intcl cornposite  indexes  should
show a strcinger ability  than  a single indicator  in  capturirrg the current and
future economic  signals.
Moreover, in their simpler forrns composite indexes are quite easy to con-
struct and their dynamics are  easy  to interpret arrd  to explain which are  features
much like to practitioners and policy makers.
Finally, composite  irrdexes  have attracted a considerable  attention due to
tlieir capacity  of sunirrrarizirrg  and describing  laterrt  economic  phenornena  that
aflèct a iarge numbcr of rnacroeconornic  series,  like irr prirnis the business  cyclc.
At first, thc corrstruction  of compositc  irrdexes  has  developed  mairrly  under
non rnodel-based  approaches:  sirice  the pioneerirrg  r'"'ork  of Burns arrd N{itchell
(1946),  many institutions tried to rneasure  (and lead) business  cycles  b1'ag-
gregation, in the forui of simple (weighted) avcrages,  of a large set of cycÌical
(lcading)  variables.
Farrrous  examples of this linc of research  are the indexcs produccd by the
NBER business  cycle  dating committccl iri Europe,  by the Conference  Board2
in the US and by OtrCD, all airning  to find the historical  cyclical  turriing points
arrd  predict the futurc oncs.
It  is evident the easiness  of tliis approach that  without  an iritensive use of
technicalities is a very simpÌe way to provide quickly irrterpretable econornic
indications.  Anyu'ay,  the non model  based  iridexes  have  been  strortgly  criticizcd
by Koopmans  (19a7)  who defìned  them ''mcasurement  n'ithout tlieory". iu that
tNBER  exarnirrcs  the joint evolution of lndustrial Prciductiorr.  errrplotrucrrl,.  s;rlcs  :urci  real
cìisposable  inconie (Halì et aLtt.'2003)
zPreviousìy by the Depaltrnerrt of ConrrnerceM. Serati,  G. Arnisano,  Building composite  leading  indexes  in a dynamic  factor nodelfromew,ork:  a new  proposal.
stressing the statistical nature of this rnethodology that  leaves  room for eco-
nornic theory orrly in the startirrg step of selection  of variables  candidate at tlie
confluence  in the final composite  index.
This  typically  draws a kind  of unsolved trade off between parsimony and
coverage  degree of the  composite leadirrg index.  Larger is the set of input
components and more information  it  does contain about tlie  target variable,
but without a theoretically founded  criterion for aggregation  its signal  extraction
capacity could rapidly deteriorate.
Many otlier rrrain  drawbacks  (Errrersorr  and Herrdry,  1996;  \'larcellino  2006)
affect the rion rnodel-based  approach:
1) The adopted weighting schemes  for the componcnts aggrcgation are usu-
ally exogenously  determined in the sense  that they are rrot based  orr theoretical
a-priori, do not refer to the intensity of comovements  between  cornponerrt  vari-
abÌes and the target and do not reflect any statistical critcrion of optirriality.
All this starids  at the origin of the frequent  use  of an "agriostic"  strategy  based
ori equal weights that  seems  optimal  in thc case  of forecast pooling (Stock e
Watson 2003).
2) It is not possible  to evaluatc  thc specific  corrtribution  of each  single  corn-
ponent to the dyrramic  behaviclur  of the firial composit,c  indcx.
3) An intensive use  of prelirninary data mining tcchriiques  is needed  in orcler
to miniriize  the noise  into the final index
4) One has to pre-seÌect  ex-ante  as components  only those  variables  char-
acterized by the preferred lead; as an alternative, the series  whose nraximum
leading capacity is placed in  correspondence  to  horizons differerit fionr  that
prcferred must be opportunely shifted and re-aligned.
Different rnodcl-based  methods have  been  developed,  in rrtore  recent  periods,
in order to give the previous issues  an arÌswer  and improve thc techniques  of
exploiting many predictors for forecasting  with ìeadirrg  indexes  (for detailed sur-
vey see  Stock and Watsou 2006,  henceforth  SW06 iind N'Iarcellino  2006);  arnong
them the use of Dynamic Factor N{odelsir  (henceforth DFNlls) has assumed  a
particular relevarrce.
In his  Ph.D. thesis  Gewckc  (1977).  rnoving  from the  obscrvation  of strong  co-
movements  among màcroeconomic  series{,  introduced the Dl,namic Factor rep-
resentation, expressing  each economic variable as the sum of a distributed ìag
of a small number of unobsen'ed conrmou5  factors plus an orthogonal idiosYn-
cratic disturbarrce.  In early  applications  to macro  datt-l  Sargent  ancl  Sirns  (1977)
and Sargerrt  (1989)  find ernpirical  support to the vierv  that a small nuntbcr of
common factors drìve a large part  of the observed  variation  in the economic
aggregates;  the pcrturbations affecting  factors  are.just the corrtnron  structural
economic  shocks  the theoretical  analysis  and thc policl' rnakers  are iriterested
in, such  as  demand  or supplv shocks.
It  clearly emerges  that  dynarnic cornrnon  factors could providc a "riaturtrl"
llLike forec:rst  pooling
aAs firstly stressecl  by
l'Cornmon to (near)all
arrd  B;ryesilrr  Irtorl"ì  avet  aBtnB,
BuIrrs ànd N{itchell (19'16)
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way of summarizing in a formal frarrrework  thc irrformationzrl  content of large
macroecolìo[tic datasets  and provide a sounder  statisticaÌ basis  for the construc-
tion of composite coincident and leading indexes. Tlieir  great advantage  is to
efficientìy reduce  the large dirnerrsional  problem of handÌing tons of variables  to
identify and estimate  a very small nurnber  of cornponents.
In a sequence  of corncrstone  papers.  Stock  and \\'atson (1989  - SW8g, 1991,
1992)  shou'  how to obtain through the KaÌman filter the maxinrum likelihoocl
estimation of tlie pararrieters  and the factors in a DFNI ca^st  into state space
form and within  this fraurework they rationalize and refine the Lr.S.  Business
c),cle  coincidcnt  composite  index produced  bv the Conl'erence  Board.
Ttieir irrdex  is obtained as the unique estimated f'actor  of a lorv dìmensional
DFN{  allowing  only for coincident  variables.  The correspondirrg  rr-period  leadirrg
index may be obtained as the n-step ahead fcirecast  of tire coirrciderit index
based  on a linear combination of past values  of a gror.rp  of pre-seìected  leading
indicators.
Despite  its exceptional  inriovativcncss.  the proposal  by S\V89  suffers  tlrlee
main drau'backs:  (a) when n is very ltirge (the rnost interesting  case),  maxi
rnizing the likelihood over so many parameters  is too nruch consuning frorn the
computational  point of view, (b) the hvpothesis  that a unique  cornmon  tactor
drives  most  o[ macroecononic  variabìes  does  not fit rcalitv and (c) it is  requirccì
an ex-ante  classification  of variables  irrto  coirrciderrt  and leadirrg  orres.
Since  SW89, a large body of iiterature has beerr  developed  on DF\,Is arrr'l
forecasting: sorne  lines  of research  have  developed  SW89 in an incremental way,
whereas  others have put forward proposals  potentiaìli. alternative to it.
Stock aud Watson (2002a,  2002b) address  aìl issues  (l)  to  (.1)  arid show
that with  large datasets,  including both coinciderrt  arid leading (at all leads)
variables, the consistent estimation of q >  1 dynantic factors can be based  on
static Principal Components  Analysis (henceforth  PCA),  which is equivalcrrt
to solve a nonlinear least squares  problem.  Thus, they bccorrie  evident the
affinities betrveen  corìtlort  dynamic factors ancl  cornposite  indexcs in the sensc
that  the estimated factors are just  rveighted averages  of variziblcs  contairred
in the original dataset and that  the weight systent is arr optimal orre bccausc
minimises a quadratic loss  function. Stock and \\,'atson  (2002a)  in fact gives  the
estimated factors an intet'pretatiori in terms of "dif}'usiori"  inclexes  developed  by
NBER anaì1'sts  to measure  business  c.ycles.
In this context, tlie generatiorr  of linear forecasts  is directll' obtained by
usirig  tlie à-step  aliead  forrnulation  of the rneasurernent  equatiorr  of the DFNÍ
model.
Following an indirect trvo step procedure, past values  of the previously es-
timated cotttmon  factors can also be used '"r'ithin  a dyrraniic  linear equatiorr
in order to forecast  a coincident  index, sorne  of its componerrts  or any other
rnacroeconomic  variable (Marcellino, Stock and \Vatsorr, 2003 arrd Banerjec.
N{arcellino  and Masten,  2003  for the Euro area;  Artis, Banerjee  and Nlarcellirro
(2004)  for UK).
To produce  itcratcd à-step  ahcacl  ibrccasts,  Fz*'ero,  Nlarccllirro  arrd  NcgliziM. Serati,  G. Arnisano,  Building composite  leading  indexes  in a dynamicJàctor  modelfrafi€w-ot"k:  a new  proposal
(2005)  and Berrtankc,  Boivin and EÌiasz  (2005)  proposed  an approach  that rnod-
els  jointly  as a VAR a block of pre-estinrated  factors (through static PCA)  and
a set of macroeconomic variables of interest.  Sucli an approacli, named Fac-
tor  Augmented VAR  (FAVAR),  integrates factor methods into  VAR  arralysis
and provide a unified framework for structural  VAR  analysis usirig dyrramic
factors.  Forni, Hallin,  Lippi  arrd Reichlin (henceforth FHLR;  2003b) arid Gi-
annone,  Reichlin,  Sala  (2004)  corrstrain  the shocks  onto the factors  equation  of
VAR  to have reduced dimension. Stock and Watson (2005) significantly refirre
the FAVAR approach taking into account the exclusion restrictions implied bir
the DFM.
FHLR  propose two approaches  alternative to that  of SW, fbr tire estirnate
of a DFM, anyhow  based  on the use  of the Principal Cornponents,
In  the former (FHLR  2003a),  the loss function to be rninimised  for the
estinration  depends  orr  the inverse  of the variarrce  arrd  covariance  rnatrix of thc
idiosyncratic  componentt'  .
Within a further line  of research  FHLR (2000,  2001,  2004)  switch  frorn  static
to dyrrarnic  PCA and apply tliis alternative methodology to the derivatiorr  of a
composite coincident iridex for the Euro area. Thìs rnethod allows for tr richer
dynamic  structurc than static  PCA, but it is  based  on tu.o-sided  filters  so  its use
for forecasting  rcquires trimming  the data at the erid of the sarnple. The way
for a real time implemcntatiori of the dyriarnic PCA  approach was shoi,ved  by
Altissirno et alii  (2001b)  and it is norv  adopted by CEPR in order to providc its
ccimposite  coincident  indicator lbr the Euro area  (Eurocoirr)  whicli is the single
factor estiniated frorn a panel of nearly 1000  economic scries. To construct n-
step  ahead  prcdictions  of the coirrciderrt  irrdex  (Altissirrio  et u,li'i.2001a)  one  rnay
projcct  it  n-stcp ahead orr its currerrt and past values and on sintple à\'erages
of the cornmon  components  of the leading  variables  containcd  in thc clatasct.
errdogenously  selected  on the basis of their  Ìcad relation with  respect t<,r  the
coincident index.
A  orre-sided  version of the FHLR  filter  is used by Giannone, Reichlirr arrd
Sala (2004)  to produce factor-based  predictions of US GDP growtir arid inflatìori
rate, aimed at rniming the US Grenbook forecasts.
It  is worth noting two main issues.
CuriousÌy,  the recent (PCA bascd)  DFtú  Ìitcraturc, altÌrougli  coristitutirrg
the physiological  framework for the creation of cornposite  Leading Indexes,  has
almost  completely  ignored  this line of work, focusing  instead  on the insertion  of
the past values  of previously  estirnated  factors,  as predictors  in uniequational
or multi-equational niodels (VARs) used  for rnrìcroeconornic  fbrecasting  (lbr the
static PCA approach  Stock and \Vatson, 1999  ancl  2002b;  Brisson,  Campbell
c Galbraith, 2003;  Artis, Bancrjce  e Nlarccllino,  2004. For the dyrrarnic  PCA
approach  FHLR, 2000  and 2003  . F-or  a cornparison  betv,,eeri  static and rneighted
static PCA Bernanke  and Boivin, 2003  and Boivin and Ng, 2003).  Nevertheless,
the evidencc irr favour of an outperformirrg forccastirrg  abilitv  of these factor
(jStock and  Wntsou (2006) usc the expression "Weighted static PCA"  to describe this
approach
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based  models  with respect  to more traditionaÌ approaches  is mixed, mainly as
a consequence  of some loll' efficiency  problern.
The key issue  is the lack of construction  of a synthetic composite  Ìeading
index: of course,  it is possible,  orrce  specified  the forecastirrg  equation (systern
of equatiorrs)  for the target variable, to coriceive  a cornposite leading index as
the non stochastic linear combination of the regressors.  However,  by doing this,
aggregation  weights (the estimated equation coeffìcients)  end up depending on
the particular specification  of the rnodel and are identical for any leading hori-
zon; furtherrnore, as the factors used as predictors Ìrave  not been econornically
identified, it becomes  irrrpossible  to define the leading coritributiori of the main
rnacroeconomic  pherromena  they describe,  which surely damages  the choices  of
policy makers (Think  for example of  the case  of a CentraÌ Banker adopting an
iriflation targeting approactr).
Only FHLR (2001,  2003a  and  2003b)  try to build a "true  " composite  Lcadirrg
index, as  the equal rveight  average  of the common cornponents  of a set of leading
irrdicators  identified  on the basis  of their phase  deìay  rvith  respect  to a conrposite
coinciderrt  index  estirnated  with dynamic  PCA. Arryway,  this two stcp  procedure
rreither  allows  to deterrnine  the contribution  of cach  factor  to the clyrianric  of the
leadirig index, nor to recover  from the DFÀ4 estirnate  an optimal u'eight system
fnr  qoorpoqfirrrr
The previous  issue  gives  origin to a second  one: ttie corrsideration  (SW,
2005b;  Banerjee,  N'Iarcellino  and  N{asten.  2003a)  that the  economic  identification
of the estimated factors (SW 2005 for the static PCA  approach. Forni et alii,
2007 for the dynamic one) is riot a cruciaÌ step for forecasting,  seeing  that what
rriatters  is simply that those  factors  Ìrelp  to improve the efficiency  of forecasts.  Irr
sorne  cases  the identification problern is even bypassed,  irnposing the cxistcnce
of a single  factor, or solved  on the btrsis  of stitliscd  facts, recallirrg  that  tLe
stochastic  cornponent  of nrost  economic  systems  is rnost  likelr''  size  2, and that
therefore it carr be sylrthesised  by two factors whose iderrtificatiolr is krtou'ri  tt-
priori: one  of theni is representative  of the real business  cycle  arid tlie othcr of
monetary phenomena.
In this paper wc propose a self contained DFN{ based  thrcc stcp procedure
for  the construction of synthetic compositc leading indexes with  the airn of
addressing  all the issues  that  are stiìl unsolved.
Our  approach is oriented to  the  case in  which  the numbcr  of estimated
factors  is strictly higher tharr 1 arid is suitable to forecasting  any target ecorromic
phenomerion.
In particular, it allows to:
o Construct an entire set of leadìng irrdexes,  each  related to a diflèrent lead-
ing timc, with rro  need  to previously  deterniine  the lead  relat,ion  belweerr
target variable  and the single  componerrts.  nor to elirnina,te  phzlse  ntis-
alignmcnts;
o Endogenously  generate the optimal  set of rveights  for the aggregatiorr  of
the components  in correspondence  to each  leading  horizorr.M. Serati,  G. Amisano,  Buildingcomposite  leadingindexes  in a dynamicJàctor  model  .framework:  a new'propr,tsol
o Identify  economically and formally  the impact  on the leading index of
Inacroeconornic  shocks  of interest. as shocks  to cornniori factors.
The first step of the procedure schedules  the estimate along the lines of SW
(2005b)  of a FAVAR rrrodel  based  on a large dataset including all variabÌes  that
are supposed  to influence the target phenonenon with  no distinction betweerr
coincident and leading.
In the second  step  the structural shocks  to the q estirnated  dl,riamic  factors
are forrnally and economically  identified on the basis  of sigrr  restrictions. cxtend-
irrg  to tlie FAVAR frarnework  what is proposed  by Canova  and De Nicolò (2002).
Uhlig (1999) arrd  Rubio-Ramircz, Waggoner  ef Zha (2005;  hencefbrth RWZ) lbr
VAR models. By simulating the model over a k step-ahead  simulation horizori
it  is possible to identify  the irnpact of each shock on the target variabìc and
draw, through the estimated  FEVDs, a rneasure  of tlie percentage  contribution
of each factor to the target variable variance corresponding  to each itt' leadirig
horizorr  (i.  :  I,...,  k).
These reiative corrtributiorrs  definc k sots of wcights for aggregating  factors
(in a different way depending  on the leading  horizon) in order to get À corrrposite
leading indexes.
In this paper we apply the procedure  to a particularly interesting  case  fbr
practitioners and policy makers: the construction of a leading index for crude
Nominal Oil Prices  (henceforth  NOPs).
Three factors  are dctected  and estimatcd,  that orr  the basis  of sigrr  restric-
tions are identified as represeritative  of crude oil denrarrd,  of crude oiì supply
and of busirress  cycle. Froni their weighted  aggregatiorr  arises  COPLI  (Crucle
Oil Price Leading  Index) .
The remainder of thc paper is orgariised  as follows. Irr sectiorr  2 we present
an overvicw of the lines of ttreoretical and ernpirical reserach  on oil prices lrro-
posed  in the academic  literature. our I/O  theoretical  niodel fbr the analysis  of
real wage, employmcnt, participation  arid rnigration skilled-unskilled differen-
tials. Section  4 is dedicated  to estirnation  issues  whereas  empirical  resuits  and
cornrnerrts  are  presented  in section  5. Section  6 concludes.
2  Theoretical  and Empirical  issues on Oil Prices:
an  overview
In order  to efl'ectively  irrterpret  the indications  cornirrg  fronr  the rnacruecorronric
literature dedicated to analysing and forecasting  the Oil Prices, it  is doubtless
useful to start fiom their time evolution analysis.
In accordance  to a u'idespread  comrnon  knowìedge  arrd  following sonìe  recent
contributiorrs  (Krichene,  2005;  Mitchell,  2006)  the  evolution  of  both norninal  and
realT  crude  oil prices  is the result of the cornbination  of 3 types  of plienomena:
(1) Ìong terrn trends, (2) u short-nrecliurn  rurì volatility correspondirrg  to the
TNorrnalised  with  respect to sorne  rneasure  of the wollcl level of prices. often proxied by
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typical frequencies  of business  cycles  and (3) a series  of jumps, occurring zna
tantum but of remarkable wideness8.
Looking at Oil  Prices over a secular horizon it  rnay be observed that  thc
resuÌt of the combination of irrgredierrts  1 to 3 has been different dependirig  orr
the considered  period. Frorn tlie beginrring  of the 20úh  century until 1973  the
oil market is not a spot one: seven  major private-sector  oil producer  corrrparrics
manage  oiì supply and exports and set prices in order to maximise their profits
and match the world demand. A  strong price stability in correspondence  to
relatively low levels has been the main consequence  of this eflèctive matchirrg
betweerr  supply and demand:  markets were nearìy cleared and ttie Oil  Price
profile in that  period does  not highlight any significant spike.
Starting from 1973  and until the first haìf of the '80s the overall picture
rnodifies  due to the eflect of two main factors: l1) tlie nunrerous  shocks  due to
events  of political and militar nature  occuring  irr  tho'70s, lcading  to great  posi-
tive  jumps in prices  and (2) the begirrrring  in 1982  of tiic oil urarket  rnantrgement
by OPEC (the quotas  regime:  see  Skeet,  1988)  u'hich airncd  at sustaining  the
short run level  of Prices  through the rationing  of effèctive  supprly,  irr  spite  of the
existencc  of a high unused  surplus  of potential production  capacity.
Nevertheless,  apart frorn  outliers,  real Oil Prices  show  a tcridcncy  to rcduc-
tion fbr a large extent of the '70s and through all the '80s which urrdcrlincs
the relative fragility  and faiÌure of quotas regimes and reveals how Prices are
determined mainìy by market forces.  demand and supply shocks.
After 1985,  with the abortion of the OPEC regime  and because  of the in-
creased  oiÌ supply by new oil cxporting  countries, the market becomes  more
and more perfect,  and the possibility  of a binding rationing on tlie supply side
seems  a hardly credible  threat. On the othel side,  rvorld  containrnent  policies
of oil demand (also  through high energy taxes) contribute to contain in thc
short-mediurn  run both the average  level  arid  the voÌatility of crude Oil Prices.
N{oreover,  the increase  of prciductivitv that  has occurred in allnost all sectors
of commodities9  seems  to havc triggered a \rcry slow downward sccular trcnd of
tlieir prices.
In the last years (after 2003),  even  in thc coritext of a rnorc cfficient rnarkct,
tlie economic  explosion  of some  macro-àr'eas  of the planet, has fbstered  a strorrg
oil demand, exhausting almost ailÌ  the surplus of productiori capacity available
irr  the sliort run. Consequeritly.  both rnean  lcvcls  of crude Oil Prices  and their
fluctuations at busiriess  cycle frequericies  have restarted to grorv. Irr synthcsis
tu.o stylised facts are apparent:
1. Oii Prices  are  determined  by:
o Oiì supply shocks  driven by one  sàoú  political everrts,
Eit is worth noting t,lìat  Oil Prices  even  exhibit strong volatility a,t  the ìrighest  frequerrcics.
It  ha-s  oligin  rnarnly in  albitr:rge nrechanisnrs  and in  specuìative behnviorrr. our'rrlrinB  orr
financia.l  rnzrrkets.  Given the rìrr'rcroecorrorìrc  appro:rch  of lhis paper. rve  rvill not deal rvrth
sucli feature.
1)In  accorclance  to the rvell  known Plebish-singer hypothesis  orr rvliìch.  ruorcover.  thc ern
oilical evidence  is mixedM. Serati,  G. Amisano,  Building  composite  leading  indexes  in a dynamicfactor  modelframework;  a new  proposal.
r  I'Market" oil supply and demand  shocks  occurring  at business  cl/cle  fre-
quencies
o The long run upward trend of productivity  in the cornrnodity sectors.
2. During the last 40 years  the role of triggering  determinant  of Oil Prices
tias gradually shifted from oil suppÌy to oil demand.
In spite of the enormous  importance that oiÌ nialkets have  in globaÌ  economy
and the large  academic  debate  on the impact that oil shocks  have  on economc
systems  (see  Blanchard and GaÌì, 2007  for a survey), tlie body of macroeco-
nomic literaturel0, both theoretical  and ernpirical,  focused  on rnodelling  and
forecasting  thc behaviour of Oil Prices has a lirnited size.
Irr rnost cases  in fact, real oil prices have beeri considered  as an exogenous
variable,  or, following  a microeconomic  approach,  were  supposed  beirrg  a  positive
and complex functiorr  of niarginal costs  of productiorr (cxtraction arid refìnernent
costs). When endogenously  rnodelled,  however,  Oil Prices  havc  bcen irr rrranv
cases  described  through simple  single-equation  reduced  form models,  without
allowing for any econornic  structural content. Nloreover,  it is rvorth notirrg that
in sorne  contributions,  although  relevant,  the specific  features  of the oil tnarkets
were  not analysed  "in isolation",  but assimilatcd  to those  of the lvidest  faniily
of comnrodities,  in the light of a (debatcd)  significant  and positive  corrclatiori
between  oil and non oil commodities  (Pindyck e Roternberg  1990).
Works dedicated  to the stucly  of oil prices  have  as thcir mairi goal tirat of
surveyirig  the stylised  fact (1) and to disentarrgle  the oil price movemcrits  into
a cyclical cornponent,  rnainly drivcn frorn dernartcl  pull factors, and a long terrri
trended movemcnt strongly affected  from structural supply side  dynaniics. This
sort of dichotomy is re-proposed also in  forecasting rnodels, with  the use of
more demand oriented models for short terrn forecasts  and models which strcss
structural determinants if the goaÌ is to produce long tcrrri forecasts.  In contrast
with  the stylised fact (2), the focus was first rnairtly pìaced on the analysis of
the role of the  dernand factors. usually carried out  in  thc  sphcre of partial
equilibrium approaches,  to reach only more recerrtly  tci extend organicaìly alsc>
to the role of supply.
Considerirrg  the monopolistic  structure of the oil market, controlled  by the
OPtrC cartel up to  the mid  '80s, a nuniber of rnodels (Horrthakkcr, 1976;
Pindyck, 1978;  Lowimger  et alii, 19831  Lorvinger  aricl  Rarn. 1984)  have been
developed  in order to explain  the OPEC's decisions  u'ith respect  to pricing  and
productit-ur  behaviour.  In such  a iitcrature OPtrC is perceived  as a morropoÌist
that sets  the price  of his product (with reference  to the clemand  for it) rrrainl-y
on the basis  of the realisiition valuc of oil as deterrnined br- refìrrurs  in tcrrns of
the vaìuc  of oil-derived  products.
With  the decline  of the OPEC regìmerÌ,  anotlicr
Morrison, 1986;  Dornbusch,  1985;  Gilbert, 1989),  orr
roThere exists  also  a literature directly
the rnarket efficiency  hypothesrs.  We are
short survey see  Longo et aLii (2007j
ÌIWhich  accordiug  to De Santis  (2000)
inspired by financial
not rnterested  il  tltis
Ìirre  of research  (Chu and
lhe birsis  of parliaì  equi-
econornic  theoly and based  orr
fanrily of coltributiorrs. For a
rernains  the nrain cause  of oil price fluctutrtions
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Ìibrium models,  has identified  in the business  cycle  of industrialised  countrics
and in the Dollar real exchangc  rate the main denrarrd-side  deterntirrarrts  that
foster  the consumption  of oil and rìon  oil raw màterials,  influencing  their prices,
mainly in the short run.  A positive  business  cycle  phase  stirnulatcs  aggregate
demand,  energy  demand and prices;  on the other hand, a U.S. Dollar depre-
ciation reduces  the profit  margins for the Oil exporter couritries which try  to
raise prices in dolìar terms in order to recuperate losses  coming from currency
appreciation.
This partial vision  turns out to be inappropriate  by the end of the '80s:  the
stagnating  trend of Oil Prices  is  not correctly  explicable  on the basis  of the.ioint
contribution  of only business  cycìe variables arrd exchange  rates, and forecasts
based  of thenr result  systematicalìy  upward biased12.
The '90s, therefore, highlight the start of a rnore rnodern ancl  complete ap-
proach to the market of raw rnaterials (oil arrd non oiÌ): the ainr becornes  tliat
of distinguishing  the deterniirrants  that iri the sliort run act ori prices  u'ith tcrn-
porary effects  from those generating a Ìnore persistcnt impact in the lorig ruri,
quantifying  in this n'ay  the relative  contribution of dernancl  and supply  shocks.
In  a cornerstone  paper, focused  mainly on norì oil conirrrodities,  but ex-
tendible  (in the authors  view) also  to the oil rriarket.  Borensztcin  and Reinhart
(1994) complete the reconstruction of the dernarid sicle  deterrnirrarrts  allor,"'ing
for the role of the newly industrialized Eastern European courrtries. Howcvcr,
their  innovative contribution  consists of ttie inclusion in what  they call  "fulÌ
structurai  model" of an indicator which represcnts  the commodity suppÌy, ai-
though measured in an extremelv approxirnate way, as sum of the industrial
countries' imports of prirnary commodities.
Two strong iridicatioris emerge  from the paper:
o The factor which approximates  the supply.  in accordarrce  with the theo-
retical  irrdicatioris,  seems  to affect  the reaÌ  cornmoditv  priccs  iri a negative
manner.
o In terms of its forecasting  performance  the rnodel outperforrrrs  sonrc  naivc
models  (RW model)  but only over  rnediunr-long  terrn  horizons  (more  than
5 quarters)
The existence  of a dialectic betweeri  short terrn cyclical clemand  factors and
rnediurrt  terrrr trend generating supply factors is t;raceable  brrck to a large part
of rnore recent literaturc dedicated to prices of raw materials tud  in particular
to oil prices.
Accerrtuation is anyway different. Emphasis on Ìong run pherrornena  actirig
mairrly  ori  tlie supply  side  is found in Reinhart  e Wickam (1994),  u.here  produc-
tivity growth of the commodity  sector  generates  a dowrrward  trcrrded  price  over
a secular  horizon  and later in Cashin et alit (2000.  2001)  which firrcl  thnt rnost
cornrnodity prices are affected  bv long-lasting shocks  nrrd tliat  in the very lotig
ì2From the econometlic  poirrt  ol vierv.  onlv the demand  side  nrodels  srrfler  fìorn  botli rrris
specificatiol :rtrd  sinultnneity  bias
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run productivity growth and institutional structural clìarìges  irr  suppìy  policies
play a significant role.
Elsewhere  (Lalonde  et alii,2003). it is uridcrliriccl  that, taking into account
the structural breaks  that characterise  supply conditions, the analysis  and fore-
cast of real Oil Prices  benefit especially  of an adequate  modelling of the growing
role that over tirne tras  assumed  the cyclic cornponent. In such  case,  everr  a sirn-
pìe uniequatiorral dyrramic rrrodel  is able to forecast the evolution of prices irr
a way that outperforms wide-spread  conrpetitors such as RW, AR(1)  and VAR
models.
The interaction between  demand and supply is also referred to by Krichene
(2005) which specifies  a SEM for world crude oil and natural gas  markets (with
both  quantity  and price variabìes) with  the aim of assessing  the role played
by monetary shocks  in the commodity niarkets.  By  estirrrating  the reduced
form  (VAR  model) of the SEM  a significarrt evidence is found of an inverse
relation between  oil prices  orì  one  side  arid U.S. Nominal Effective  Exchange  Rate
(NEtrR)  and U.S. Intcrcst Rate13  ori tire othert rnoreover  the negative  effects  of
NEBR orr prices seem  to have greater size  over tÌrc pcriods rvlien irtterest rates
arrd excharige  rates exhibit  a higher volatility.  Demand factors like worlcl oil
derrrarrd  and supply factors like the OECD oil stocks  arid ttre OPBC productive
capacity  (Kaufmann, 1995),  or the OPEC quotas  (Kaufmann,  2004;  Dees  et alii,
2007)  are  jointly included  in a single  equation  rnodel  orr  real irnport oil prices
arid seem to be helpful in order to improve its in-sample static and cll,narrric
forecasting performance.  Ye et alii  (2005) show that  a modcl for WTI  spot
prices  irrcluding  a relative  industriai oil stock lrìeàsure  (devitrtion  of oil stocks
from their  rrorrnal level) produces better  forecasts  tharr sinrple autoregressive
modeÌs.
Kilian  (2007), using a newly developcd  rneasure  of global reaì economic  ac-
tivity,  proposcs  a structuraÌ decornposition  of thc real price of crude oil in four
components: oil supply shocks driven by political  events in OPtrC  countries,
other oil suppÌy shocks, aggregate  shocks to the demand for industrial  com-
modities and dernand shocks that  are specific to  the crude oil nrarket.  The
analysis  suggests  that  shocks  to the production of crude oiÌ arc less  inrportant
in understanding changes  in the real price of oil than shocks  to aggrcgatc de-
mand; politically driven crude  oil production  disruptions  do not systematically
increase  the real price of oil whereas  other oil productiori disruptions  cause  a
transitory increase  in the reaÌ  price  of oil within the first 1'eirr.
Lorigo et alii  (2007) builds a set of different ntodels  lbr crude oil prices and
cirooses  as regressors  some meàsures  of world oil consumption arrcl  production,
government and iridustrial oil stocks; he makes  a comparison arnong  structural
models and pure tirne series  specifications  but he does not find a clearly over-
performing specification  over all forecasting  horizons,  dattr frequencics  arrd iiis-
torical periods.
An  attempt to conciliate  the anaÌysis  of stiort and lorrg run is lbund in
l:iIn the Krichene's
Rate that stimulates
view a low U.S. irtcrest ltr.te  usuillly irnplies  a.  rvorld rvìcle  low Interest
Aggregate  Denra.nd  and therefore  encrgv cìernatrd  arrd  prices.
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Hubbard (1986)  which formulates  a "two price" model iri u'hich thcre is the
coexistence  of both sliort tcrm spot prices  and long terrn "coritract" prices  which
diverge  orrly  in presence  of demand  or supply shocks.  Temporary shocks,  everr
suppÌy  shocks,  impact on both prices  and, the pass-through  frorrì  spot prices  to
contract prices  can make the cffects  of the shock,  at least  on thesc  last ones,
persistent  if the contracts  adjust gradually and thcre are no backward  lookirrg
expectations.
A  parallel stream of research  (Bui and Pippenger,  1990;  Cuddington and
Liang, 1997) underlines that volatility  of real primary cornmodity prices and in
particular of petroleum prices  is similar to that which afl'ects  excharrge  rates and
usually grows  in historical periods characterised  by a greater rnonetary/currency
flexibility.  On the basis  of GARCH  models Cuddington and Liang (2000) infer
in favour of a stabilising role of global oil rnarkets following the introduction of
tlie Euro.
Adopting a class  of econometric  equations  suggested  by Pindyck, Bernard eú
alii  (2004) model the long rurr behaviour of eriergl' priccs as a mean reverting
proccsse  with  continuous  and random changes  in level and trend:  however.
differentiy from coal and natural gas prices. crude oil prices do not reveal anv
changirrg  reginie and they seern  to be wcll rnodcllcd and forecasted  by a not
time varying parameter model.
Summarising:
1.  Modelling and forecasting  Oil Prices  is definitely a complex operation
which requires the adoption of an eclectic and flexible approach and especially
the ability to manage large and heterogeneous  datasets  which include derrrand,
price,  supply and "context" variables.
2. Some  stylised remarks are anyway possible:
r  There exist econornic  phenomena  and variables  lbstering  the oil demarrd
that  have a stiort-rnediurn run positive irrrpact on Oil Prices; u'c refer tcr
country size  variables  (like the GDPs), variables  u'liich rrreasure  the eccl-
nomic  cycìe  (IndustriaÌ  production  and  more),  interest  ancl  exchange  rates.
Moreover, specific indicators measuring oiÌ denand  ancl oil consurnption
should  not be forgotten.
r  There exist econornic  variables describing phenomena acting on the oil
supply side,  which produce  a mid-long  run reducing  effect  on Oil Prices:
these  are the indicators  of oil production, oiÌ supply, oil stocks  and oil
reserves,  but also variables rneasuring  the productivity  of the oil sector.
Given these  considerations,  the strategy  we use  in tliis papcr to modcl and
forecast Oil  Prices seems to  be highly  profitable:  DFN,Is iri fact  enable the
efiicierrt  arid riirnble rnanagement  of large heterogeneous  dtrtasets  (poirrt 1) arrd
their identification,  based  on sigrr  restrictions.  enables  taking irrto  consideration
alì the issues  summarized at ooint 2.
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3  Dynamic  Factor  Models:  specification,  esti-
mation  and simulation
Dynamic  Factor 1\,Iodels  (DFMs)  have been developed as a powerful tool  for
exploiting  the information  contained in  large datasets and summarizirig the
covariances  among the variables contained therein.  DFNlts allow to  describe
the behaviour of each series  as the sum of two corriporierrts:  thc dynamics of a
reduced number of cclrnrnon  factors and an idiosyncratic sliock. Let us collcct
the n variables  of the dataset iri the vector X1 and g cornnÌon factors irr vcctur
ft
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where  n (usually large) is the number of variables  in the model, q the number
of dynarnic,  prirnitive  factors,  D(I)  is a diagonaÌ  matrix lag  polynomial  D(L)  :
tl,ias(61(L),...,  d"(r))  and  A(I)  lias  degree  p -  1.
E(f t) :  o,  E(u1)  :  o,  E(/ru, ) :  [o]
Corrrnori factors (fi)  ancl  idiosyncratic shocks  arer  urrcorrcltr.tcd  at all leads
and lags.
Charrrberlain  and Rotlischild (1983)  rrrake  a distirrction  betwcen  cxact and
approximate  DFNfs;  in the forrner  case,O(u11ui,)  -  0,Vi + j,  in the latter tiiere
exists some  conternporaneous  correlation.
Let us define a vector containing tire so-called
Ft: I fí  fí-,  fi*r*, )'  .
The static forrn corresponding  to system 11]  is
Xt:  A  Fr *D(L)Xt-r*ut
(nx  1)  (ztxrJ(rx  l)  (nxn)
Ft  :é(I)4-r  +.G  rtt
(rx 1)  (rxr)  lrxq)
o r :  (p x q) is the nurnber  of static factors  (F1).
r  O(I)  consists  of the coeflìcierrts  of f(I)  arrd  zeros
o If order  of f (I)  not higher  than p,then O(l)  :  6
o If p:1,  static factors  coincide  rnith dynamic factors.
The VAR  form  of a DFM  (FAVAR  rnodel; Bernarike, Boivin  and Eliasz,
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The (1,1) block of I,  contains  the variance  and covariarice  rnatrix of the
static  factors  which  is a functiori  of its dynarnic  couuterpart  X,,;  rrratrix  G relates
dynarnic and static factor innovations. Notice that:
o the gr,r have  factor structure
r  the ep,1  have  factor structure  without idiosyricratic  noise
o rank(G):  rank(GD,,G')  :  ,1.
.  GDrG' is positive  semidcfinite
r  in the SW05 versionll tr  :  l'.
Inverting the system [3] and focusing  on X1 yieìds its MA  representation in
terms of current and lagged  orthogonal innovations 17,  to the dynamic factors:
Xt  :  B(L)qt'l'ut  (5)
(nxl)  (rxq)
where:
.  B(L) :  lI -  D(L)LI-I4  11  -  o(r)rl-1  G ancl  u1.  :  lI -  D(L)L)-1 u1
o irnpact  muÌtipliers: Bo :  hG,
r  long  run  rnultipliers:  B(1)  :  [1- r(1)]  t A[/ - O(1)]-r  G
Estimation rnay be obtained following a three step approachÚ (SW05):
Step 1:  Given  the riurnber  of dynamic  factors  q.  get  .F.,  L, D(L), by solving
iteratively the foÌlowing minirnizatiorr problern:
m,inp,,..p,,7\D{r1T-1D  It - D(L)L)XI - A4l',  lr - D(L)L)X, - A4l
Solution  requires:
t'rThe 
4,  shocks are forrnally identifìed using an zrlbitra,ry  statistical nornralization even
though  they  àre not  econoniically identified along the lirres  ol  sonre tht:olet,ic:rl  ecoloruìc
model.
lLFor simplicity let us assume  that we ale in the condition irr which the dvltrrnics of A('L)
is no higher than p  (the loadings have lags which do not exceed  the dynarnics of dynarnic
factors.
(6)
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o step 1a:  F'1  can be computed by applyirig static  PCA  to  Î,  :  St. -
D(L)L)xt
.  step  1b: regress  Xi1 orr  F.1  and on X11-1  ,...,  Xit--  to get  estimate  of ói(.L)
and A
Each step of this procedure  reduces  (does  not increase)  the sum of squares
in 16)  and the
procedure can be iterated to convergence.
o step lc: estimate  the number  of static factors  r using  Bai and NG (2002)
IC criteria.
^
Step  2: get A(.L), by auxiliary regressions  (Fit a firiite order VARI"  to Fr
with OLS)
Step 3r Let us consider  the siniplest  case  when O(r)  :  iD  and D(L):  D.
The VMA  representation  of thc FAVAR becomes:
X, -- (I -  Drl-r nrt  -  QL)-rGr1,  + u1
:  A(L)Grtt  i  u7  :  B(I')r1t  -l u1  (7\
B"  :  A'G  \'/
Ao  :  A,  A,:  DA,-r + Qi
With  G in hand we can obtain the IRFs and FEVDs for structural corrirnon
shocks.
SW05  cxploit the factor  structure  of €,r in order  to get  estimatc  of G arrd  the
space  spanned by the dynamic factor innovations fr,  and recover  the dynarnic
factors.
Let us normaÌise  4, to have  identity rnatrix; then we can writc:
D,,:  E(A(L)G'qrq'rG'A(r)')  + r,,  (8)
and taking trace
|  /-  \  I
/race(I.')  :  trace  lCr  ll  A',n'  I  C  |  + tra(clLu)  (9)
L\;5  /l
therefore  we are  able  to estimate  G to max tracc R2, by corriputing  G as  the
q eigenvectors  associated  to the highest  q eigenvalues  of lio  A'iAi. G is therr
nornialised  to generate  orthonormal  disturbances  via thc relatiorr  e  rt.:  Grlt.
The number of dynamic factors q is estirnated  by appìying the Bai-Ng (2002)
procedure  to the sample  covariance  matrix of 6,,1,  yiclding arr  cstirnator  f.  lt
is worth to note that this procedure  finds the estirnates  of the innovatioris  to
the dyrrarrric  factors 4, on the basis of an arbitrary  statistical normalization
and not a theoretical  structural economic  model; in other words the inipulse
responses  arrd variance decompositions delivered by the VNÍA  representation
of the DFM  can be thought of as the factor version of impulse responses  and
l(;Notice that the VAR  residuals  variance:rnd covnriarrce  mzrtrix will have rank equal to o.
I4
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variance  decompositions  with respect  to Cholesky factorizatioris  of conventional
VAR irrrrovations.  The dynamic factor structural shocks  (,, that is the orthog-
onal shocks admitting  an econonìic irrterpretation, are assunied  to be linearly
related to tlie reduced form dynarnic factor innovations by:
e  t:  Hrt
where  H is  an  invertible  q r q rnatrix  and  E((,(i) -  1.so  that  HLrH'  :  I.
In  order to  achieve the really structural  dynarnic factor sliocks (,  Stock
and Watson  (2005) illustrate  a set of different strategies, all  based on zero
restrictions  on dynamic  multipliers,  as  they have  beerr  proposed  in the structural
VAR literature. Christiano,  Eichenbaum  and Evaris  (1999) adopt a recursive
identification scheme  based  on restrictions on the impact muìtipliers and inspire
the Bernanke, Boivin  and Eliasz (2005) FAVAR proposal, whereas Blanchard
and Quah (1989) irnpose long run restrictions first used in FAVAR rnodcls by
Giannone, Reichlin, and Sala (2002).
Anyway,  exclusion  restrictions  have  beerr  strongly  criticizcd  in tlie literaturc:
Faust and Lecper (1997)  show  that small sample  bias and measurernent  errors
nray  induce  substantial  distortions  in the estimations  when using  lorrg  rurì zefo
restrictions.  On the other side,  short run restrictiorrs  rnay  be to rnuch  stringcnt
and rnisleading:  in many ciìses  tliey are  introduced  rrot  due to ttreorctical  foun-
dations  but they are  arbitrarf imposed  to respect  order  and rank corrditiorrs  lbr
identification. Nloreover,  Peersman  (2004,)  shorvs  ttrat a large  number of irnpulse
responses  based  on zero  restrictions  are  ìocated  in the tails of the distributions
of all possible  impulse  responses.
In  order to  avoid technical problems of this sort in  this  paper we follow
an identificatiorr  strategy  based  on sigrr  restrictioris  (Faust, 1998;  Uhlig, 1999;
Canova e De Nicolò, 2002): differerit dynamic factor strocks  are iclentified ac-
cording to ttre directiorr of their impact on the variables iri the s}'stern.  Cariova
and Paustian (2007) show the many advantages  of this strategy compared to
an alternative  one  based  on cÌassical  or Bayesiarr  structural estinratiorr.  Firstly
it is not necessary  to make strong assumptions  on the truc DGP of thc data,
like in classical  estimation;  on the other side  one  can avoid  the large  corrrputa-
tional costs and the difficuÌties of interpretatiorr of rriisspecified  estirrtates  nclt
infrequent  in the structural Bayesian  approach.
Ramirez, Waggoner  and Zha (2005;  RWZ) providc a multi-stcp algorithm
for SVAR iderrtificatiorr  based  on sign restrictions directly irnposecl  on irrrpulse
responses;  its extension to a FAVAR framework is quite straightforward.
Step 1.
r  Pre-corrdition:  following  RWZ the procedure  should  start with a posterior
draw of the model pararneters  in any exactÌy identified SVAR. In thc case
of our trAVAR we satisfy the requirement of thc cxact idcntification of tlie
model. but we are not able to sirnulate  the clistributiorr  of its estirrratccl
parameters;  so  we start fiom the "classical"  FAVAR point t:stirntrtiorr  de-
scribcd  in the previous  subsection.
o Gerierate  fr:^e
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Step 2. Draw an  independent  standard  normal  qxq rriartrix  and  set  Z -  QR,
where QII is the output of a Q1l decomposition,  the diagonal of /l  is normalized
to be positive  and Q is an orthogonal  (rotation) rnatrix.
Step  3.  Generate  Q-rBo:Q-1ÎG;  keep IRFstT if they satisfy the sign
restrictioris and discard them if not.
Repeat step 2 and 3 n tinies and calculate first and second  order moments
of the functions  of interest.
4  The empirically  estimated model
4.L  Data  and sources
In this sub-section  we describe  tlie corrstructiori  of thc variables  used in the
empirical work, their statistical properties  and the basic spccification  of the
DFN{ model.
The dataset  contains  151  series  covering  the whole  set  of economic  variables
affecting  the crude oiÌ rnarket: a nornirial  crude Oil-Brent price  series  (US Dollars
per Barrell), the reaì GDP and tlie Industrial Productiorr  series  of the largest
world econornicsÌ8  (21  countries;  rnore  than 80%  of tlie giobal  World GDP), the
crude  oil derrarrd/corrsumption  indicators  for the main oiÌ irnporterslrl  . and the
oil production  series  (more  than 90%  of the  world total productit-rn)  for the rnairr
exporters2O.  For the exporter  countries  we incÌude  in the dataset  also  the series
of oil reserves  and for a subset  of them we add the oil stocks scrics. N4orcovcr.
following the consensus  view expressed  by the acadcrnic  litcrature on oil prices
we complete the dataset with  the Real Exchange Rate series  for trU-12 and
US and four interest rate series: the US teasury  Bills arid the Euro-rnarket
3-Month Interest  Rates  for the short  run, the US Treasury  Bond (10  Years)  arrd
the Euro-rnarket l0-Year Government Bonds for the long rurr. Finally we add
to the dataset  the series  of lagged2l  values  of Norninal  Oil Prices  (NOP). The
source  of data is Datastream. except for Oil Reserves  and Stocks for which the
source  is the US Department of Energy.
AlÌ  series are seasonally adjusted and have been filtered with  TRAN'IO-
SEATS in order to detect and remove  the largest  outliers. In the estirnatiorr
we used their logarithmic transforrnation (save  for the interest ratcs) arid sincc
Ì7And FEVDs.
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Itaìy, Korea, Nfexico.  Russitur  Fecleration.  Spain, South Aflica, Thailancl.'fairvan. Tulkey. UIi
and US
Ìr)UK. lls,  Gerrnarry.  China. Canacln.  Frarrce.  Italy, Irrdia..ltrpan. Iìussian Federa,tion.  the
area of Pacific Basin, other OECD  countries and othcl countrics of the Easteln Europe,
20Algeria.  Argontina, Angola. Australia. Brazil. Colurnbia.  China. Ctrna.clil.  Ecuador'.  Egvpt.
Gabon, Iran. Irrdolesia.  India. Irtrq.  Kr.rwait,  Libya. NIexico.  N{alavsia.  Nigeria.  Norw:ry.  Ourarr.
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they result being I(1) we fit  the DFM  to their first differences. Finally we
starrdardized  them to remove some  scale  asymmetries.
Data  are monthly  sampled and the time  horizon we consider comes from
1987M1  to 2006M12;
4.2  Specificationissues
Before describing the guidelines of our empiricaì experiment a premise seems
to  be necessary: all the steps of the analysis and also the results they  have
produced have to be considered  as strongìv preliminar  and it  is evident that
various  improvements  and refinements  are  required to enabìe  us to consider  theni
as  robust,  satisfactory  and  definitive.  Nevertheless  we  think that. although  being
basic  and  styÌized,  the  ernpirical  cvidcnce  contairrcd  iri  tliis paper  clearly  suggcsts
that  a fine cornbination of DFMs  and Forecast  Error Variance Decornpositions
is potentially a powerful framework to produce Composite Leading Indexes  with
very appealing forecasting  performances.
First step of the empirical experiment has been the estirnation of a FAVAR
model exploiting the informations contained iri our large dataset alorrg  the lirres
proposed  in the previous  section. We adopted a quite simpÌe  DFM  specification:
we supposed  that the order of dynamics of factors in the measurement  equation
(of the dynamic  form) of the DFM is 0; it becomes  1 when  we takc into accourrt
that the idyosyncratic  shocks  arc supposed  to be gerierated  frorn a stationary
AR(1) proccss.  As for the state  equation.  we mocleled  the evolution  of dvnanric
factors as driven by a VAR(I)  rnodel.  Finally wc supposc  that  there exist
three  dynamic  factors22.  After having  estimatecl  the DFN'I  with static PCA, the
second  step is focused  on the (formal and econorriic)  identification of the three
cstirnated  dynamic factors  as  representing  respcctivcÌy  the Oil Derrrarrd.  the Oil
Supply and the business  cycle dynamics hidden in the cornrnon  cornponents  of
all series.
Due to cornputational problems we have  neither constrained  all the (151  x 3)
impact multipliers of our FAVAR, nor foìlowed all the theoretical suggestions
on them, but we have  built  a subset  of restrictiorrs  that eriable  us to distinguish
the instantaneous  effccts of tlie three factors. In detail, after having colÌcctcd
dynamic factors  in a (3 x 1) vector  7r:  lFacl  Fac2  Fo,ú)' :
:  lolL_DEM  oIL_SLTPPLY  B,usCycL)'
we suppose  that:
OOIL PRICE  ^  AOIL  RESERVES, .  -aort 
oztr  > u.----ddTT-1tÈtT-  < u \\'lilr  J:  r....JU
òUIL  PRICE  ^  JOIL  RF.9ENI'É'^S., ^
.  aOtt  sUe1,  1y  <U.  uotL  SUppLy  > (,  \\'lln  J 
-  1..'.J(,
iJOIL PRICE  ^  AIND  PROD,.  ,. . ffi  >  O.ffi  >  u  u'ith  i  : 1....21
This way we restricted 84 impact multipliers2lì.
22R.unniug  the IC criteria by Bai-Ng (2002)  we have  lbr.rnd  sonìe  support to this assurnptir.irr.
2ilVarious  set ofrestrictions alternative to the one reporled irr tlre tcxt hzrve  beerr  specìfìecl;
however  results appear to be quite robust with  respect  to this choice.
r_-
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To check  tlie restrictions and simulate the FAVAR model irr orclcr to derive
Irnpulse  Response  Functions (henceforth  IRFs) arid Forecast  Error Variance De-
compositions (FBVDs)  we have adapted the multi step procedure proposed  fbr
VAR model by Rubio-Ramírez et alii  (2005) that we presented  in the previous
section.
After  having run 1000  replications of the three steps algorithm, we look at
the FEVDs  of the oil price variable which give a measure of the percentage
contribution of each  one of the three factors/components to the variance  of the
target variable for each one of the k  (:  20) considered simulation horizons.
These percentage  contributions are the weights defining À weighting schernes
used for the aggregation  of the orthogonal factors in order to generate  a set of
horizon-specific  composite  leading  indexes  of the oil prices2a.
5  Estimation  results and comments
It  is worth to stress  that  the ernpirical  lesults presented  in this section alre
strongly preliminar and should not be taken as  definitive; in particular we think
reasonable  to adopt an agnostic attitude  to thern.  On one side too rnuch op-
tiniisrn is inadvisable: results are still  too much sensitive to the main rnodel
specification choices,  as regards the number of estimated factors. the order of
dynamics  characterizing  both rreasurement  and state  equatiorr,  the sarnple  size,
number and form of constraints on impact  muÌtipliers and rnorer. N{oreovcr.
conditionally  on these  choices,  we detect a high dcgrcc  of uriccrtainty arourrd
simuìated median values  of IRFs and FEVDs.  whicli does not seern  to reduce
even  raising  the number  of iterations. On the other side  sonìe  appealing  prop-
erties  of the simulated  coincident  and leading  indicators  are erìcouragirrg  just
'because 
obtained through  a rather  crude exercisel there exist large margins
of improvement,  exploitabie  through a higher quality of data included  in the
dataset, a refinement of factor identification procedures  irr order to nranage  a
higlier nurnber of restrictions and the adoption of a morc sophisticated speci-
fication for the starting FAVAR modei.  We are actually testing these lines of
research  with positive results"
Figure 1 plots  NOP series  and the composite  coinciderrt  (k :  0) irrdex  (CCI)
in Ìcvels;  FEVDs we have obtained by simulatiori,  suggest  to give thc thrcc
factors IOI L _DEM  _ OI L _SU PPLY  B'usC'ycll'the  following  weights:
10.21  0.51  0.28  |  .
ihe  visual inspeciion  reveals  a quite noticeabÌe  bchaviour  of thc corriposite
coincident indcx wliich captures iri real tirne almost all the relevant (medium
ruri) turrrirrg  poirrts  of the target variable: the end of the price cìecline  at thc
beginning  of the 90s.  the negative  phasc  iri 1993  and 199.1  and the subsequent
growth cycÌc tiÌl the third quarter of 1997,  a renewed  prolonged  decline  and
z'lWe used  as  target variable  to be leaded  both the norninnl oil prices:urd also  the real orres.
Sirrce  the nrodel  revealcd  better leadirrg  perfolrnances  in the fbrrner  case.  we leported orrlv  the
results  fbr nominal plices.
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Figure 1:
then the price  recover  started  in 2001.  The performance  of the index at higher
frequencies  is less  convincing and month to month peaks are not always u'ell
captured: the inclusion in the database  of some quarterly series  (GDP  and
Oil reserves)  could be the origirr of a rnodest abiÌity of the systern  to correctly
interpret phenomena  occurring at a monthÌy frequency. Anyway the correlation
between  target variable  and coincident  index is strongly  positive  (0.75)  arrd  we
think that the index behaviour  is quite satisfying.
NOP and CCI are characterized  by similar statistical  propcrtics: both ex-
hibit a high partial autocorrelatiorr  of order one. both are I(1) and finally we
are  not able  to reject  the hypothesis  of equality  of their means  and variances2i'.
Let us move to analyse  the performance  of the (k -  1) composite  leading
indexes  we havc  built, c'ne  for each  irh Ìeading  liorizorr  (i:  I,...,k). takirig  as
a benchmark  the three-rnonths  leadirrg  iridex (À :  3) that we plot irr Figure 2
with  the target NOP. NIany of the comments which we ha.,,e  done before are
confirmed: it is evident a valid leading performance  of the composite index with
respect  to the macro-turning points of NOP, whereas  its sensitivity to short-terrn
fluctuations appears  to be weaker.
Both arguments  are softly strengthened  by plotting the moving averages
counterparts of the series  (figure 3) and also
bv comparing  the correlation  coefficient26  between  thern (0.82)  with the orre
calcuÌated  on levei  series  (0.72).
In  order to  provide a summarizing sketch of the ìeading perforrntrnce  at
different horizons  we  report in Appendix the series  of correlations  betu.een  talrget
NOP series  and alì the A Leading  Compositc  Indexes:  as usual,  the qualitv of
2r'A puzzling and quite wa.rning  evidence  is thnt NOP and CCI ale not cointellrzrted  orr  thc
basis of the Ii'rrnous  .Joharrscri  Tr'àce lcsl
26Correlatron  coefficients:rre  obtained shiltirrg the talget series  thlee ruonths folu'ard.
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leading performance detcriorates as k grov/s
Some interesting indication emerges  from the evoÌution of FEVDs  with  re-
spect  to the simulation  horizon (Figure  5). When wc consider  the istantarreous
effects  of shocks  NOP variance seems  to be afl'ected  niainly from perturbations
in the Oil Supply and to a lower extent frorn Business  Cycle dynamics. The lat-
ter become  the main contributors  to explain  NOP evclìutiorr  in the rnediurn  rurr
(two to seven  steps  ahead),  when also  the roÌe  of Oil Derriand  accluircs  grerater
importance. In tlie long run (cight to twenty steps  ahead)  the relative  contri
butions of Oil demand  and Supply are fully reversed  u'ith respect  to the short
run and Oil Demand shocks  are protagonist. Diflerently frorri the conrrnorr  view
of some literature, our very preliminar results couÌd suggest  that  Oil Demand
has a growing trended behaviour which is dorninated from structural economic
phenomena  (the economic  growth of China, India) acting over  lorrger  horizorrs,
whereas  Oil supply mainly influences  the cyclical  movemerits  of tlie NOP27.
27ltr  order to balarrce  the nrodel  the inclusion  of a vtrliabìe  nreasuling  the long run oil supply
evolution (like productivity  in the oil sector) should be recornnrended.
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6  Concluding  remarks
One of the most problernatic aspects  in the work of policy makers  and practition-
ers  is having efficient  forecasting  tools that combine two seentingly  incompatible
features: parsirnorry  and ease  of use  on one  side,  completeness  of the iriformation
set underlyirig the forecasts  on the other.
The large and heterogeneous  body of recent econometric  literature provides
diflèrent answers  to the two needs: Dynamic Factor Nlodels (DFMs)  are born
to optimally  exploit the information corning froni large datasets and to bring
compÌex correlation structures to a few estimated common factors; composite
Ìeading  indexes  represerit  an immediate and flexible tool to anticipate the future
evolution  of a phenormenon  and especialÌy  its turning points.
This  paper fills the gap and proposes  a multi-step procedurc for building
coniposite leading indexes  within  a DFM  frarrrework. Oncc selected  the target
economic  variable we intend to forecast,  fìrst step consists  irr specifying and es-
timating a DFN'I  in FAVAR form (Bernanke,  Boivirr  arrd  Eliasz,  2005;  Stock  rurd
Watson, 2005) which draws information frorn a large dataset corrtairrirrg  all tlie
variables  that are  correlated  to the target, and in primis the ìeading  ones.  The
estimated conìnìon factors surnrnarize  all the rclevant (and not idiosyncratic)
dyriamics on target behaviour.  It  then proceeds  to the formal and econornic
identification of the orthogonal shocks affecting common factors and to sirnu-
late the structural forrn of the FAVAR: to this end we adopt sign restictions orr
the impact multipliers.  The Forecast  Error Variance Decompositions  obtained
over a (k + 1) steps-ahead  simulation  horizon are the key objects  to our goal.
Since  they describe  the percentage  contribution of a shock (factor) occurred  j
periods befbre  to the evolution of the target pherrornenon,  they defirre  À +  1
sets  of optirnal weights for aggregating  factors, in a different way depending on
tlie corrsidered  horizon,  in order to get conrposite  coincident  indexes  ("1  :  0) or
leading  indexes  (j :  I,...,k).
In this paper we run a very preliminar ernpirical  exercise  aimed at forecasting
crude nominal oil prices. The results  seern  to be encouraging  arid support the
validity of the guidelines  of our proposal:  we generate  a wide range  of horizorr-
specific  leading indexes  with  appreciable  forecastirig  perforrnances.  Irr addition,
it  appears  tliat the behaviour  of prices  is significantly  related to the business
cycle but is rrrairrly  driven by the gap betwcen oil dcmarrd iintl oil suppll' rvitli
variable  weights  of either depending  on the horizon  taken into consicleratiorr.
We think, however,  it  is necessary  to further work to improve the proce-
dure aìong  different  directions: refirring  arrd  enlarging  tha dataset,  improving
the iderrtification procedurc in order to overcorne  the currerrt lirnitatiorrs tha,t
prevent inrposirig a large enough nurnber of sign constraints, evaluatiorr  clf thc
potentiai  contribution  of the idiosyncratic  component,  adoptiorr  of rnore  sophis-
ticated criteria for assessing  the forecasting  performance  of the leadirrg  indexes.
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Appendix
k 0 2
q 6 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 to 17 18 19 20
Corr. 0.750.730.780.720.720.690.730.720.720.700.690.68U.b rr 0.650.630.610.590.580.570.560.53